AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
May 19, 2011

TO:

Healthy River and Streams Board

FROM:

John Ely, County Attorney

SUBJECT: Colorado River Water Conservation District and West Divide Water
Conservancy District diligence filing for conditional water rights on the
Crystal River
The Colorado River Water Conservation District and the West Divide Water
Conservancy District (the “Districts”) currently hold a large assemblage of conditional
water rights in the Crystal River drainage that have been in existence since the 1950s.
The conditional water rights relate to what is generally referred to as the West
Divide Project (the “Project”). The purpose of the Project was to export water from the
Crystal River to the Divide and Mamm Creek drainages in Garfield County. There, the
water would be used to irrigate agricultural lands and be available for municipal and
industrial purposes primarily associated with the development of oil shale and
supplying water to the communities that would grow around that activity.
The Project proposed construction of five reservoirs and many miles of ditches,
canals and siphons to store and transport the water. Three reservoir sites were located
in the Crystal drainage at Redstone, Placida and Yank Creek, a tributary of Thompson
Creek.
In 1956 the Project was included in the Colorado River Storage Project Act as a
potential part of the overall management of water within the Colorado basin by the
federal government. The water rights associated with the Project were filed on by the
Colorado River District and adjudicated in 1958. The West Divide Water Conservancy
District was established in 1964 to assist in the administration of the potential water
resources. Every six years since 1958 the Colorado River District and the West Divide
Conservancy District have filed diligence applications with the Colorado water court to
maintain the conditional rights of the Project.
Apart from the diligence applications, in which the Districts have repeatedly and
successfully sought to demonstrate that they are diligently pursuing work to realize the
Project, it is difficult to ascertain if any onsite work has ever actually been undertaken.
The federal government withdrew its support for the Project in 1982 determining
that the potential cost and benefit of the Project did not justify its completion as part of
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the Colorado River Storage Project Act. However, the Districts have persisted in
maintaining the Project and associated water rights to the present time in the hope that
the water rights may be utilized in some useful manner. Most recently, the Districts
requested that Wilderness Workshop amend its Hidden Gems proposal to accommodate
the construction of one of the proposed reservoirs.
The scope of the conditional rights in the Crystal River Valley is significant. The
Redstone Reservoir is approximately 129,000 acre feet, the Placida Reservoir is
approximately 62,000 acre feet and the Yank Creek Reservoir is approximately 14,000
acre feet. The Avalanche Canal is decreed for 1000 cfs (cubic feet per second of flow),
and the Four-Mile Canal which travels out of the drainage into Divide Creek is decreed
for 818 cfs. By comparison, Ruedi Reservoir is 100,000 acre feet, Paonia Reservoir is
15,000 acre feet and the flow in the Crystal River at the time of this meeting at
Avalanche Creek is approximately 500 cfs.
Since the drought of 2002, continuing old conditional water rights has been met
with increased scrutiny by the State Water Engineer. Further, recent Supreme Court
decisions have emphasized that conditional water rights will probably not survive if the
projects they are associated with are too speculative in nature.
The inherent absurdity of a reservoir 30% larger than Ruedi being located on
Redstone Boulevard has led many in the past to simply dismiss the likelihood of such a
structure or project ever being built. However, it is possible in some cases, for dams and
reservoirs to be relocated within the same drainage. Also, since the drought of 2002 has
accented the vulnerability of current statewide water planning to climate change, the
value of viable storage sites has increased. Although the Districts neither appear to have
the ability or inclination to develop the Project, the right could be transferred to an
entity that might actually construct the facilities.
Perhaps as a result of opposition to the existing water rights or in recognition that
obtaining a continued diligence decree for these rights would be difficult or impossible,
the Districts have dramatically downsized the Project. In fact, the project as currently
proposed looks nothing like the previously proposed project.
The Colorado River District’s press release describes these changes. Briefly, the
Redstone Reservoir is to be eliminated and the Placida Reservoir is to be reduced to
4000 acre feet and moved upstream to the vicinity of Bogan Flats. The Yank Creek
Reservoir is to be reduced to 5000 acre feet and the Avalanche Canal reduced to a flow
of 250 cfs. Diversion of water to Divide Creek and Mamm Creek is to be eliminated.
Although this is significant progress in addressing the health of the Crystal River
and concerns of local residents, the correct litmus for evaluating the new proposed
project is not how much smaller it is than the original but whether, as proposed, it is
appropriate in size, location, scope, practicability, need and likelihood of actual
completion.
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The only stated purpose for the new project made to date is for hydroelectric
power generation and stream management on the lower Crystal River. Given the
reduced size of the Placida Dam and the Yank Creek Dam it is difficult to imagine the
viability for hydroelectric power generation. Whether or not hydroelectric power
generation is part of the new Avalanche Canal or Four-Mile Canal is not clear. Further,
it is also difficult to imagine how stream management of low flows on the Crystal can be
accomplished with reservoirs of the new size given the fact that current diversions that
deplete the river are not satisfied to their decreed amounts. Estimates provided to the
County in the past are that 13,000 acre feet would be needed to meet the current
irrigation shortages associated with the lower Crystal River leaving none available from
the proposed reservoirs for stream flow. At best, management of these reservoirs for
this purpose would see widely fluctuating water levels.
For the Districts to obtain a diligence decree they must, at a minimum,
demonstrate that they can and will bring the new project to fruition in a reasonable
time. It is difficult to see how they would be able to achieve this goal. Of course, we will
not know the Districts’ final plans until their application is filed on May 31, the last
available date to do so. However, even then, there is no security that the new plan will
not continue to change.
Requested Board Action: I recommend to the Board that a motion be adopted to
advise the BOCC to oppose the current West Divide Project and diligence application of
the Colorado River District and West Divide Conservancy District and to reserve
sufficient funds for this opposition.
Attachments:
Colorado River Conservation District Press Release
West Divide Project Vicinity Map

